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Sample Config..
#Bridge

#Bridge Ports #SVIs
#L2 VNI

#L3 VNI
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EVPN Bridging Entries

#FDB Entries 
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Resulting TC entries
Encap/Tx Direction
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Resulting TC entries
Decap/Rx Direction
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Issues with translating EVPN FDB entries to tc rules..

● Can’t share FDB entries across bridge members ports of same vlan

For eg: In TX (Encap) direction for FDB entries 44:38:39:00:00:0a, tc entries has to be 
replicated for all the bridge members belonging to same vlan

In Rx (Decap) direction we need to create separate decap entries for each of the local 
MACs

● Implicit tc rule generation is required. 

For eg: When local MAC are learnt we need to implicitly create and install decap
entries.
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EVPN Route Entries

#EVPN Routes 

#Neigh entries 
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Resulting TC entries
Encap/Tx Direction
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Resulting TC entries
Decap/Rx Direction
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Issues with translating EVPN routes to tc rules..

● Similar to bridge entries for l3 entries/routes tc entries (translation for routes) 
can’t be shared across interfaces belonging to same vrf.

● Again, similar to bridge entries, we need implicit tc rule generation is required. 
For eg: for every local routes we need to add decap tc rules.
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Possible Options to improve

● Add support for metadata. To have support for Action to set metadata and also to 
use as flow rule match pattern.  This will also require splitting rules. So we need 
analyse trade-off between scale/simplicity Vs Latency. 

● Removing the constraints that decap action should be part of terminal action. 
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Possible Options to improve with meta data

Packet
Rule x

Rule y

Demux Table 0
(Sets Metadata)

FDB Table 1
(Mach on meta_data_1)

RouteTable 2
(Mach on meta_data_2)

Possible Actions:
-Redirect to port
-Drop

Possible Actions:
-Redirect to port
-Drop

L2 Entries

L3 Entries
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Possible Options to improve with meta data

Sample TC Rules
==============
L3
==
tc filter add block 1 pref 3 protocol 802.1Q flower indev dst_mac 00:05:00:01:00:0a pf0vf1 vlan_id 1004 action 
set_meta_1 0xfad action goto chain 10001

tc filter add block 1 chain 10001 pref 500 protocol ip flower meta_1 0xfad dst_ip 10.1.10.101 action pedit ex munge eth 
src set 3a:16:1c:9f:18:17 pipe action pedit ex munge eth dst set 00:02:00:00:00:2d pipe action tunnel_key set id 4001 
src_ip 10.10.10.3 dst_ip 10.10.10.1 dst_port 4789 pipe action mirred egress redirect dev vniRED

L2
===

tc filter add block 1 pref 6 protocol 802.1Q flower indev pf0vf1 vlan_id 1002 action set_meta_2 0x568 goto chain 1004

tc filter add block 1 chain 1002 pref 101 flower meta_2 0x568 dst_mac 00:03:00:00:00:09 action vlan pop pipe action 
tunnel_key set id 1002 src_ip 27.0.0.18 dst_ip 27.0.0.13 dst_port 4789 pipe action mirred egress redirect dev vni10




